
VISUAL, COMMUNICATION AND DESIGN Price List February 2022

ART. CODE DESCRIPTION THICKNESS WEIGHT PRICE

mm  g/m2 €/m2

* DE06/9001L Blades of grass 6 6000 290,38€         
polystyrene sheet;  grass runs 
parallel to the long side of the 
sheet; matt surface.

* DE06/9001S Blades of grass 6 6000 290,38€         
polystyrene sheet; grass runs 
parallel to the short side of 
the sheet; matt surface.

* DE06/8001L Blades of grass 6 7800 440,19€         
PETG sheet;  grass runs 
parallel to the long side of the 
sheet; matt surface.

DecoNatural© SHEETS
(ECO-RESIN PANELS WITH ORGANIC INLAYS)
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* DE06/8001S Blades of grass 6 7800 440,19€         
PETG sheet; grass runs 
parallel to the short side of 
the sheet; matt surface.

Format: mm 1220x2440
 * = available upon order

On request: 8 mm thickness
On request: cut to size
On request: other features and materials
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VISUAL, COMMUNICATION AND DESIGN Price List February 2022

ART. CODE DESCRIPTION THICKNESS WEIGHT PRICE

mm g/m2 €/m2

DP10/1101 WOOD STONE 10 18000 224,60€         
white and yellow

DP10/0102 MARBLE GREY WAVE 10 18000 235,55€         
white and grey wave

DP05/0205-2 ONYX WHITE 5 9000 191,68€         
Cracked Onyx white

WITH MARBLE EFFECT

DecoPietra© SHEETS

ECO-RESIN BACKLIGHT POLYESTHER PANELS
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DP08/0206-2 ONYX YELLOW 8 14400 246,51€         
Cracked onyx yellow/white 
with orange vain

DP10/0601 ONYX NORWAY 10 18000 290,38€         
Onyx white/green

* DP10/0302-2 ALABASTER 10 18000 186,22€         
two brown vains

DP06/0302-2 ALABASTER 6 10800 136,86€         
two brown vains

DP08/1301 STONE STRIPS 8 14400 279,43€         
Faux strips white

Format: mm 1220x2440
 * = available even without vains
 On request: other thicknesses

On request: cut to size
On request: other features
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VISUAL, COMMUNICATION AND DESIGN Price List February 2022

ART. CODE DESCRIPTION THICKNESS WEIGHT PRICE

mm g/m2 €/m2

* DM04/TU TURTLE 4 5200 175,76€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
turtle effect

* DM04/TS TURTLE SOFT 4 5200 175,76€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
soft turtle effect

* DM04/AM AMBER 4 5200 175,76€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
amber effect

DecoPietra©Magic  SHEETS
DESIGN CAST ACRYLIC PANELS
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* DM04/IV IVORY 4 5200 175,76€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
ivory effect

* DM04/AL ALABASTER PMMA 4 5200 175,76€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
alabaster effect

* DM04/BO BONES 4 5200 175,76€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
bones effect

* DM04/WO WOODEN 4 5200 175,76€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
wood effect

Format: mm 1130x810

* = available upon order, minimum order quantity 10 sheets

 On request: cut to size

Notes: These cast sheets are individually made in a manual process and therefore every sheet is

unique and vains effects might be different on the same sheet.

There is a 2% tolerance on sheets dimensions so it is not possible to garantee a standard dimension.

Please note that the given weight is theoretic, but we invoice the real weight of the sheet/block.

Sheets are sold  without protection film, therefore the surface might presents processing scratches and 
imperfections: it is necessary a sheet planing and polishing.
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VISUAL, COMMUNICATION AND DESIGN Price List February 2022

ART. CODE DESCRIPTION THICKNESS WEIGHT PRICE

mm g/m2 €/m2

* DM04/CA CARAMEL 4 5200 175,76€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
caramel effect

* DM04/CU CUMBERLAND 4 5200 175,76€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
dark wood effect

* DM04/AT AMETHIST 4 5200 175,76€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
amethist effect

DecoPietra©Magic SHEETS
DESIGN CAST ACRYLIC PANELS
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* DM04/MA MALACHITE 4 5200 175,76€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
malachite effect

* DM04/LA LAPIS 4 5200 175,76€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
lapis effect

Format: mm 1130x810

* = available upon order, minimum order quantity 10 sheets

On request: cut to size
Notes: These cast sheets are individually made in a manual process and therefore every sheet is
unique and vains effects might be different on the same sheet.
There is a 2% tolerance on sheets dimensions so it is not possible to garantee a standard dimension.
Please note that the given weight is theoretic, but we invoice the real weight of the sheet/block.
Sheets are sold  without protection film, therefore the surface might presents processing scratches and 
imperfections: it is necessary a sheet planing and polishing.
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VISUAL, COMMUNICATION AND DESIGN Price List February 2022

ART. CODE DESCRIPTION THICKNESS WEIGHT PRICE

mm g/m2 €/m2

* NM10/BO BONES 10 13000 248,43€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
bones effect

* NM10/GR GREY 10 13000 248,43€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
grey horn effect

* NM10/WO WOOD 10 13000 248,43€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
wood effect

* NM10/MA MALACHITE 10 13000 248,43€         

Nature©Magic SHEETS
DESIGN CAST ACRYLIC PANELS
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cast acrylic sheets                  
malachite effect

* NM10/IV IVORY 10 13000 248,43€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
ivory effect

* NM10/AM AMBER 10 13000 248,43€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
amber effect

* NM10/MM MAMMUTH 10 13000 248,43€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
brown horn effect

* NM10/LA LAPIS 10 13000 248,43€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
lapis effect

Format: mm 1130x810

* = available upon order, minimum order quantity 10 sheets

 On request:  12 - 15 - 16 - 18 - 22 - 25 mm thicknesses and cut to size
Notes: These cast sheets are individually made in a manual process and therefore every sheet is
unique and vains effects might be different on the same sheet.
There is a 2% tolerance on sheets dimensions so it is not possible to garantee a standard dimension.
Please note that the given weight is theoretic, but we invoice the real weight of the sheet/block.
Sheets are sold  without protection film, therefore the surface might presents processing scratches and 
imperfections: it is necessary a sheet planing and polishing.
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VISUAL, COMMUNICATION AND DESIGN Price List February 2022

ART. CODE DESCRIPTION THICKNESS WEIGHT PRICE

mm g/m2 €/m2

* NM20/BO BONES 20 26000 510,38€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
bones effect

* NM20/GR GREY 20 26000 510,38€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
grey horn effect

* NM20/WO WOOD 20 26000 510,38€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
wood effect

* NM20/MA MALACHITE 20 26000 510,38€         

Nature©Magic SHEETS
DESIGN CAST ACRYLIC PANELS
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cast acrylic sheets                  
malachite effect

* NM20/IV IVORY 20 26000 510,38€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
ivory effect

* NM20/AM AMBER 20 26000 510,38€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
amber effect

* NM20/MM MAMMUTH 20 26000 510,38€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
brown horn effect

* NM20/LA LAPIS 20 26000 510,38€         
cast acrylic sheets                  
lapis effect

Format: mm 1100x750

* = available upon order, minimum order quantity 8 sheets

 On request:  12 - 15 - 16 - 18 - 22 - 25 mm thicknesses and cut to size
Notes: These cast sheets are individually made in a manual process and therefore every sheet is
unique and vains effects might be different on the same sheet.
There is a 2% tolerance on sheets dimensions so it is not possible to garantee a standard dimension.
Please note that the given weight is theoretic, but we invoice the real weight of the sheet/block.
Sheets are sold  without protection film, therefore the surface might presents processing scratches and 
imperfections: it is necessary a sheet planing and polishing.
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VISUAL, COMMUNICATION AND DESIGN Price List February 2022

ART. CODE DESCRIPTION THICKNESS WEIGHT PRICE
mm g/m2 €/m2

* PM03/CO CORAL 3 3900 81,12€           
cast acrylic sheets                  
coral 5174

* PM03/GR GREEN 3 3900 81,12€           
cast acrylic sheets           
green 5440                      

* PM03/GS GREY SILVER 3 3900 81,12€           
cast acrylic sheets                  
grey silver 5498

* PM03/IC IVORY CREAM 3 3900 81 12€

DESIGN CAST ACRYLIC PANELS
PEARL JAM EFFECT

PerlAcryl©Magic SHEETS

* PM03/IC IVORY CREAM 3 3900 81,12€           
cast acrylic sheets                  
ivory cream 5146/2

* PM03/LB LIGHT BLUE 3 3900 81,12€           
cast acrylic sheets                  
light blue 5196

* PM03/OR ORANGE 3 3900 81,12€           
cast acrylic sheets         
orange 5183/2

* PM03/PI PINK 3 3900 81,12€           
cast acrylic sheets              
pink 5414/2 

* PM03/RE RED 3 3900 81,12€           
cast acrylic sheets               
red 5141/2

Format: mm 1150x800
* = available upon order, minimum order quantity 10 sheets

 On request: other colors and other thicknesses
On request: cut to size
Notes: These cast sheets are individually made in a manual process and therefore every sheet is
unique and the effects might be different on the same sheet.
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VISUAL, COMMUNICATION AND DESIGN Price List February 2022

ART. CODE DESCRIPTION THICKNESS WEIGHT PRICE

mm g/m2 €/m2

* PM03/TU TURQUOISE 3 3900 81,12€           
cast acrylic sheets     
turquoise 5437/2

* PM03/WH WHITE 3 3900 81,12€           
cast acrylic sheets   white 
5136

* PM03/AN ANTHRACITE 3 3900 81,12€           
cast acrylic sheets     
anthracite 5194/2

PerlAcryl©Magic SHEETS
DESIGN CAST ACRYLIC PANELS

PEARL JAM EFFECT
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* PM03/GA GREEN APPLE 3 3900 81,12€           
cast acrylic sheets           
apple green 5131

* PM03/YE YELLOW 3 3900 81,12€           
cast acrylic sheets          
yellow color 5840

* PM03/RA RASPBERRY 3 3900 81,12€           
cast acrylic sheets      
raspberry color 5860

* PM03/IR IRIS 3 3900 81,12€           
cast acrylic sheets               
iris color 5862

Format: mm 1150x800
* = available upon order, minimum order quantity 10 sheets

 On request: other colors and other thicknesses
On request: cut to size
Notes: These cast sheets are individually made in a manual process and therefore every sheet is
unique and the effects might be different on the same sheet.
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